Abstract. The goal of this paper is to classify fusion categories ⊗-generated by a Knormal object (defined in this paper) of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. This classification has recently become accessible due to a result of Morrison and Snyder, showing that any such category must be a cyclic extension of a category of adjoint ADE type. Our main tools in this classification are the results of [11] , classifying cyclic extensions of a given category in terms of data computed from the Brauer-Picard group, and Drinfeld centre of that category, and the results of [8] which compute the BrauerPicard group and Drinfeld centres of the categories of adjoint ADE type.
Introduction
Fusion categories are a natural generalization of the representation category of a finite group, where we now allow the tensor product to be non-commutative. In this sense one can think of the program to classify fusion categories as the natural successor to the program to classify finite groups. While the classification of finite simple groups has been completed, the classification of fusion categories is still far from complete. Currently there are not even conjectures for a classification statement of all fusion categories. However, it seems reasonable to expect the existence of several truly exotic fusion categories, analogous to the situation with finite simple groups.
As a complete classification of fusion categories is hopelessly out of reach with current techniques, current research into the classification of fusion categories focuses on classifying "small" fusion categories, where small can have a variety of different meanings. Examples of such partial classifications can be found in [28] where a classification of pivotal fusion categories with exactly three simple objects is given, or in [25] where a classification of pivotal fusion categories with restrictions on the size of certain hom spaces is found.
Besides being interesting purely for their rich algebraic structure, fusion categories are important due to their relationship with several other areas of mathematics and physics. More precisely fusion categories provide a unifying framework for operator algebras, representation theory, and quantum field theory. Examples of fusion categories in these subjects appear as; the even part of a finite depth subfactor, the category of level k integrable representations of an affine Lie algebra, and the value of a point in a fully extended 2 + 1 dimensional topological quantum field theory. Thus partial classification results for fusion categories have broad applications to these subjects. This paper will add another partial classification result to the literature. For us a "small" category will mean one ⊗-generated by an object of small Frobenius-Perron dimension. This notion of small is not new, and can be traced back to the earliest days of subfactor theory. Attempts to partially classify such small fusion categories have proven particularly successful in constructing exotic examples, such as the extended Haagerup fusion category [2] and Izumi's quadratic categories [19] . These examples remain the only known fusion categories not yet shown to be related to finite or quantum groups. One of the motivations behind this paper was to find new exotic examples appearing in our partial classification. Instead we find that every category appearing in our classification can be directly constructed from finite or quantum groups, though sometimes in very interesting and non-trivial ways! Thus our main Theorem provides further evidence that exotic fusion categories are indeed very rare objects.
The main Theorem of this paper is a generalization of two existing partial classifications. The first is the ADET classification of unitary fusion categories ⊗-generated by a self-dual object of dimension less than 2. This result is closely related to the famous classification of subfactors of index less than 4 [3, 17, 18, 20, 21, 31] . The second is the classification of braided fusion categories ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2 [13] . Our result is a generalization of these two results as it has no unitary assumption, and we only assume that the ⊗-generating object is K-normal (see Definition 2.2), which is implied by a braiding, and is a strictly weaker condition than self-dual. Theorem 1.1. Let C be a fusion category ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of FrobeniusPerron dimension less than 2. Then, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Grading Group, C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to one of the following:
Category
Parameterisations Grading group
(n,±)
In order to make the above Theorem as self-contained as possible we provide a quick index of where to find relevant information on the categories and constructions used in the statement of this Theorem. Definition 3.17
Fusion rules for E (n) 4 and E (n,±) 16, 6 Appendix A
We roughly sum up our classification as follows. Any fusion category ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2 is directly constructed from a cyclic pointed category, a category of ADE type, or from one of the quantum subgroups E 4 or E 16, 6 . Surprisingly we find that for K ≥ 3, there are no examples of fusion categories ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. We are unsure if this is due to the restriction on the Frobenius-Perron dimension of the generating object, or if there is some universal bound on K-normality for fusion categories. An interesting future line of research would be to try construct examples of K-normal objects, with K large. The author is unaware of any objects which are not K-normal for some K, another line of research would be construct examples of such objects.
From an operator algebraic perspective it is interesting to know which of the categories in Theorem 1.1 are unitary. This was worked out in the authors Thesis [9] , where additional details can be found. In the unitary setting, we lose the choice of n, which must always be equal to 1. An interesting application of the unitary version of Theorem 1.1 is that when paired with Popa's embedding theorem, we get a classification of K-normal bimodules of the hyperfinite type II 1 factor, with Murray-Von Neumann dimension less than 2.
The reader may find it unsatisfying that we only classify categories up to twisting the associator by some 3-cocycle. To ease the readers mind, we direct them to Lemma 2.12, which provides an explicit recipe for constructing a cocycle twist of a fusion category.
It is also important to note that while each of the fusion categories in Theorem 1.1 are monoidally inequivalent, even up to twisting the associator by a 3-cocyle, it is not true that for a fixed category in our classification result that all 3-cocyle twists will be monoidally inequivalent. For example, the 5 cocycle twists of Vec(Z 5 ) only give 3 monoidally inequivalent fusion categories. While we have tried hard to refine our result, such a problem proved far beyond the techniques developed in [7] toward this goal.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 contains the necessary background material to understand the statement of Theorem 1.1, along with the tools and machinery to prove this Theorem. In particular we communicate a Theorem of Morrison and Snyder, showing that any fusion category ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, must be a cyclic extension of a category of adjoint ADE type. With this Theorem in mind, we spend Section 3 classifying such extensions of the categories of adjoint ADE type. Key for these computations were the Authors results [8] computing the Drinfeld centres, and Brauer-Picard groups of the categories of adjoint ADE type. Section 4 ties the results of Section 3 together in order to give a proof of Theorem 1.1. In an appendix to this paper, we compute the fusion rules for the categories E (n) 4 and E (n,±) 16, 6 . While these categories come from well known conformal inclusions, the fusion rules for these categories have not been computed in the literature before. We exploit the fact that these categories are graded extensions of categories which we know the fusion rules for, to compute the fusion rules for the entire category.
A natural generalization of Theorem 1.1 is to increase the bound on the FrobeniusPerron dimension of the ⊗-generating object. If we assume a unitary condition on our fusion categories, then it seems feasible to prove such a classification for categories ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less that 5 + 
Preliminaries
A fusion category is a finite semisimple C-linear rigid monoidal category with simple unit.
Let X be an object in a fusion category C. We define the Frobenius-Perron dimension of X as the unique largest real eigenvalue of the matrix that represents tensoring the simple objects of C with X. We have that the Frobenius-Perron dimension of an object X is always greater than or equal to 1. Furthermore if the Frobenius-Perron dimension 4 of an object X is less than 2, then it can only take values in the countable set
We C is pivotal if it is equipped with a monoidal equivalence
If C is pivotal then we can define the categorical dimension of a simple object X as the trace of the identity morphism on X. Like the Frobenius-Perron dimension, the categorical dimension of X is also an eigenvalue of the matrix that represents tensoring the simple objects of C with X. However now the categorical dimension of X can be close to 0, or even negative. We say a fusion category C is ⊗-generated by an object X if every object Y ∈ C is a sub-object of some tensor power of X, or equivalently, if the fusion graph for tensoring by X is connected. Given X ∈ C, we write ⟨X⟩ for the fusion subcategory of C ⊗-generated by X.
The aim of this paper is to classify fusion categories ⊗-generated by an K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. The term N -normal is new to this paper. To define this term we first define a normal object in a fusion category.
Definition 2.1. We say an object X ∈ C is normal if X ⊗ X * ≅ X * ⊗ X.
We note that a normal object X has no conditions on the isomorphism X ⊗X * ≅ X * ⊗X, and is simply a property of the fusion ring. A K-normal is a straightforward generalisation of a normal object. Definition 2.2. We say an object X ∈ C is K-normal if for all k ≥ K, we have
Clearly a 1-normal object is exactly a normal object, and K 1 -normalilty implies K 2 -normality for
Most of the categories appearing in our main classification result are just ⊗-generated by a 1-normal object, however there are three families where the ⊗-generating object is 2-normal. These are the categories constructed from the quantum subgroups E 4 and E 16, 6 . This suggests that K-normal objects are rare for large K (at least for small dimensional objects). It would be interesting to find examples of K-normal objects, with K larger than 2.
At the time of publication it is unknown if there exist any fusion categories ⊗-generated by a non K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Almost certainly such categories will exist, and constructing such a category is an interesting open problem.
2.1. De-equivariantization. A key tool for constructing the categories in the main classification result of this paper is de-equivariantization.
Let C a fusion category, D a monoidal subcategory of C, and E a braided fusion category. We say D lifts to a copy of E in the centre of C if there exists a fully faithful functor F ∶ D → Z(C) such that F(D) is braided equivalent to E, and the following diagram commutes Let G a finite group, and D be a monoidal subcategory of C with a lift to a copy of Rep(G) in the centre. Then we can consider the function algebra object A ∶= Fun(G) in D. As D has a lift to a copy of Rep(G) in the centre of C, we have that the algebra A ∈ C has a commutative half-braiding. Thus the category of A-modules in C has the structure of a fusion category by [4] . Definition 2.3. Let D be a monoidal subcategory of C with a lift to a copy of Rep(G) in the centre. We define C D , the de-equivariantization of C by D, as the fusion category of A-modules in C.
The following categories provide examples of categories with a subcategory that lifts to a copy of sVec in the centre. While we can't directly de-equivariantize these categories, they will be useful in constructions that we can de-equivariantize. Definition 2.4. We write Vec − (Z 2M ) for the category with Vec(Z 2M ) fusion rules, and associator given by
(1) The subcategory ⟨M ⟩ ⊆ Vec(Z 2M ) lifts to the centre as a copy of Rep(Z 2 ).
(2) The subcategory ⟨M ⟩ ⊆ Vec − (Z 2M ) lifts to the centre as a copy of sVec.
Proof. Recall that pointed braided fusion categories are classified by pairs (G, t), where G is an abelian group, and t ∶ G → C × is a quadratic form. In the case G = Z 2M we have that the quadratic form t is completely determined by q a 4M 2 -th root of unity, with
In particular we have the two pointed braided fusion categories corresponding to the 4M 2 -th roots of unity 1 and e 2πi 1 2M 2 . The twist of the object M in each of these categories is given by t 1 (M ) = 1 and t e 2πi 1 2M 2 (M ) = −1 respectively. Thus we get braided inclusions
). A braided category C has a canonical embedding C → Z(C), hence the subcategory ⟨M ⟩ ⊆ (Z 2M , t 1 ) lifts to the centre as a copy of Rep(Z 2 ), and the subcategory ⟨M ⟩ ⊆ (Z 2M , t ) is monoidally equivalent to the category
Bimodule categories.
Here we define module categories, bimodules categories, and the Brauer-Picard group.
Definition 2.6.
[27] A left module category M over a fusion category C is a semisimple C-linear category along with a functor ⊗ ∶ C × M → M, and natural isomorphisms
A slight generalisation of a module category over C, is the notion of a bimodule category over C. This is a natural generalisation where now the category C can act on both the left and right, and there is the additional structure of an isomorphism relating the left and right actions (see [14] for an explicit definition).
Given a C bimodule and a monoidal auto-equivalence F ∈ Eq(C), one can construct a new bimodule by twisting the action on one side. Definition 2.7. Let M be a C-bimodule category, and F ∈ Eq(C) a monoidal autoequivalence. We define a new bimodule F M, which is equal to M as a right module category, and with left action given by
The structure morphisms for F M consist of a combination of the structure morphisms for M, and the tensorator of F.
Given two C-bimodules we can define their relative tensor product over C, which is a another C-bimodule category. The details on this relative tensor product can be found in [11] , however these detail are unnecessary to follow this paper. Using this relative tensor product of bimodules we can define the Brauer-Picard group of C. Definition 2.8. The Brauer-Picard group of C, which we denote BrPic(C), is the group of invertible C-bimodules with respect to the relative tensor product.
Graded categories. Let C a fusion category and G a finite group. We say C is a G-graded fusion category if we can write
with C g non-trivial abelian subcategories, such that the tensor product of C restricted to C g × C h has image contained in C gh . We say D is G-graded extension of a fusion category C, if D is a G-graded fusion category whose trivially graded piece is C.
Let
e . An equivalence of extensions is a monoidal equivalence F ∶ D 1 → D 2 , such that F C is the identity, and F(D 1,g ) ⊆ D 2,g . Equivalence of extensions is, in general, a weaker condition than plain monoidal equivalence.
We will see several examples of this later in the paper. Given a G-graded fusion category C ≃ ⊕ G C g , and an 3-cocyle ω ∈ H 3 (G, C × ), we can construct a new fusion category C ω with the same objects and fusion rules, but whose associator is given by
Definition 2.9. We say two G-graded categories C 1 and C 2 are equivalent, up to twisting the associator, if there exists a 3-cocycle ω ∈ H 3 (G, C × ) such that there exists a monoidal equivalence
We remark that the action of H 3 (G, C × ) on the set of G-graded categories is not generally free. For example if we take the Z 5 -graded category Vec(Z 5 ), and ω any nontrivial element of H 3 (Z 5 , C × ), then the categories Vec(Z 5 ) ω and Vec(Z 5 ) ω −1 are monoidally equivalent (though inequivalent as Z 5 -graded extensions of Vec).
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with Z M -graded categories. Such categories have many nice properties and constructions. Definition 2.10. Let C a Z M 1 × Z M 2 -graded fusion category. We define C as the subcategory ⊗-generated by the objects in C 1×1 .
It is straightforward to check that Ad(C) = Ad(C), thus C and C are extensions of the same category, though with possibly different grading groups.
This construction allows us to construct new cyclic-graded extensions of C from old cyclic-graded extensions.
, where L is the least common multiple of M and N .
Given a Z M -graded fusion category C, and a cocycle ω ∈ H 3 (Z M , C × ), we can use the above construction to realise the category C ω in a concrete manner.
Lemma 2.12. There exists an equivalence of extensions
Proof. We construct a fully faithful functor
It is routine to check this functor is monoidal, and that the image of this functor exactly lies in C ⊠ Vec ω (Z M ). Thus this functor gives a monoidal equivalence
This equivalence preserves the grading group, and is the identity on the trivially graded piece, hence it is an equivalence of extensions.
The above Lemma shows that classifying Z M -graded categories, up to twisting the associator, is really no different to classifying Z M -graded categories on the nose, as we can concretely construct all cocyle twists. We leave such cocycle twists out of the statement of our main classification theorem as it makes the statement of the theorem very messy.
Given a fusion category C, the results of [11] give a classification of Z M -graded extensions of C, up to twisting the associator. The main ingredients of the classification are BrPic(C) the Brauer-Picard group of C, and Inv(Z(C)) the group of invertible elements in the centre of C, along the knowledge of how BrPic(C) acts on Inv(Z(C)).
We have that Z M -graded extensions of C, up to twisting the associator, are classified by a tuple (c, T ), where
is a group homomorphism such that a certain obstruction o 3 (c) ∈ H 3 (Z M , Inv(Z(C))) vanishes, and T is an element of the group H 2 (Z M , Inv(Z(C))). We are purposely light on the details of this classification, as we need surprising little knowledge of this extension theory for this paper. Additional information can be found in the papers [11] and [7] . The main takeaway of this classification is that for a fixed homomorphism c ∶ Z M → BrPic(C), the order of the group H 2 (Z M , Inv(Z(C))) provides an upper bound for the number of Z M -graded extensions, up to twisting the associator, realising c. An important detail we need to know regarding the extension theory of graded categories is that any extension corresponding to the homomorphism c is equivalent to the category
as a bimodule category over C. This in particular implies that the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the objects in an the extension corresponding to the homomorphism c are completely determined by c. Somewhat annoyingly for the purposes of this paper, the above classification of Z Mgraded extensions of C is only up to equivalence of extensions, and not monoidal equivalence. This issue has been somewhat rectified in [7] , where it is shown that in order to get a representative from each monoidal equivalence class, one only needs to consider homomorphisms c ∶ Z M → BrPic(C), up to post-composition by the inner automorphisms of BrPic(C) induced by the invertible bimodules F C, where F ∈ Eq(C). Assuming some additional restrictive conditions on C, one also only has to consider 2-cocycles T ∈ H 2 (Z M , Inv(Z(C))), up to action by the bimodules F C (using the specified action of BrPic(C) on Inv(Z(C)). These two results will be important in refining our main classification theorem.
Fusion categories of ADE type.
Here we define the fusion categories of ADE type, which are key objects for this paper. The importance of these categories is that any fusion category ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, must be a Z M -graded extension of the adjoint subcategory of a fusion category of ADE type. Further the fusion categories of ADE type are examples of fusion categories ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. A large portion of the categories appearing in our classification statement are constructed from the fusion categories of ADE type.
Fusion categories of A N type: For a fixed N , fusion categories of A N type are classified by n ∈ Z × N +1 . We label these categories A N all have the same fusion rules, which can be found in [10] under the translation
Fusion categories of D 2N type:
For a fixed N , fusion categories of D 2N type are classified by n ∈ Z × 4N −3 , along with a choice of sign ±. We label these categories D (n,±)
can be realised as the idempotent completion of the D 2N planar algebra with loop parameter q + q −1 and rotational eigenvalue of S given by ±i, or alternatively as a certain de-equivariantization of the category Rep(U −q (sl 2 )). The categories D (n,±) 2N have 2N simple objects, which we label f (m) for 0 ≤ m < 2N − 2 , P , and Q. The categories D (n,±) 2N all have the same fusion rules which can be found in [22, Section 7] , under the translation
Fusion categories of E 6 type:
The fusion categories of E 6 type are classified by n ∈ Z × 12 = {1, 5, 7, 11}, along with a choice of sign ±. We label these categories E (n,±) 6
. Let q = e 2iπn 24 . The categories E (n,±) 6 can be realised as the idempotent completion of the E 6 planar algebra with loop parameter q + q −1 and rotational eigenvalue of S given by ±e 2πi2 3 , or alternatively as a quantum subgroup of the category Rep(U −q ±1 (sl 2 )). The categories E (n,±) 6 have 6 simple objects, which we label f (0) , f (1) , f (2) , X, Y , and Z. The categories E (n,±) 6 all have the same fusion rules which can be found in [17, Section 3.3] , under the translation
Fusion categories of E 8 type:
The fusion categories of E 8 type are classified by n ∈ Z × 30 = {1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29}, along with a choice of sign ±. We label these categories E (n,±) 8
can be realised as the idempotent completion of the E 8 planar algebra with loop parameter q + q −1 and rotational eigenvalue of S given by ±e 2πi3 5 , or alternatively as a quantum subgroup of the category Rep(U −q ±1 (sl 2 )). The categories E (n,±) 8 have 8 simple objects, which we label
all have the same fusion rules which can be found in [17, Section 3.3] , under the translation
We have the following folklore result regarding the fusion categories of ADE type, showing that they essentially classify pivotal fusion categories generated by a symmetrical self-dual object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Theorem 2.13. Let C be a pivotal fusion category ⊗-generated by a symmetrically selfdual object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Then C is equivalent to a fusion category of ADE type, or to Ad(A
A corollary of the main classification Theorem of this paper gives an improvement to this result, allowing us to remove the words pivotal and symmetrically.
The fusion categories of ADE type are all Z 2 -graded, and thus have non-trivial adjoint subcategories. We call these adjoint subcategories the fusion categories of adjoint ADE type. We have the following monoidal equivalences between the fusion categories of adjoint ADE type.
). The following Proposition shows that aside from the E 8 case, pivotal fusion categories with adjoint ADE fusion rules are equivalent to fusion categories of adjoint ADE type.
Thus categories of adjoint
Proposition 2.14. Let C be a pivotal fusion category with adjoint A N , adjoint D 2N , or adjoint E 6 fusion rules, then C is monoidally equivalent to one of the categories
Proof. The adjoint A N case is exactly [12, Theorem A.3] .
Let C be a category with adjoint D 2N fusion rules, and let X be the "f (2) " object of C. As dimHom(X ⊗p → 1) is equal to (1, 0, 1, 1, 3) for 0 ≤ p ≤ 4, we have from [25] that the category generated by X and the trivalent vertex in Hom(
Thus there exists a dominant functor
Via [4] we have that C is equivalent to the fusion category of (A, σ) modules in Ad(A 
The adjoint E 6 case is exactly [28] .
The key tool in proving the main classification result of this paper is the following Theorem, due to Morrison and Snyder. Theorem 2.15. Let C be a fusion category ⊗-generated by a K-normal object, with Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Then C is a cyclic extension of a category of adjoint ADE type.
Proof. Let C be a fusion category ⊗-generated by a K-normal object X of FrobeniusPerron dimension less than 2. Consider the self-dual object A X ∶= X ⊗ X * − 1, and the
The morphisms m X and w X satisfy the standard SO(3) q relations for q some root of unity. Therefore we get a dominant tensor functor
Hence by [4] we have that ⟨A X ⟩ is monoidally equivalent to the category of (A, σ) modules in SO(3) q , for (A, σ) a central commutative algebra object. As q is a root of unity, we have that Ad(SU(2) q ) ≃ SO(3) q . Thus ⟨A X ⟩ is equivalent to the adjoint subcategory of (A, σ) modules in SU(2) q , and hence equivalent to a category of adjoint ADE type.
We now show that Ad(C) ≃ ⟨A X ⟩, completing the proof of the lemma. The direction
, then Y is a sub-object of Z ⊗ Z * for Z an object of C. As X ⊗-generates C, we must have that Z is a sub-object of X ⊗m for some m ∈ N, hence Y is a sub-object of X ⊗m ⊗ X * ⊗m . As X ⊗-generates C, there exists some p such that 1 is a sub-object of X ⊗p . Thus we have that Y is a sub-object of X ⊗m+Kp ⊗ X * ⊗m+Kp . The object X is K-normal, thus as m + Kp ≥ K we have
which gives that Y is in ⟨X ⊗ X * ⟩, and hence also in ⟨A X ⟩.
Coupled with the results of [11] , allowing us to classify Z M -graded extensions, the above Theorem provides a practical base to prove the main classification result of this paper. We recall the relevant information about the categories of adjoint ADE type, necessary to apply the classification of graded extensions to these categories. This information was computed in [8] .
We begin by giving explicit descriptions of the invertible bimodules over the categories of adjoint ADE type, along with the order of each bimodule. This information will be useful when we try to classify cyclic homomorphisms into the Brauer-Picard groups.
Let M be an invertible bimodule over a Z 2 -graded fusion category C. Then M splits into two invertible bimodule categories over Ad(C). We call these two Ad(C) bimdoules, M even and M odd respectively. We can realise all the bimodules over the categories of adjoint ADE type as the even and odd parts of certain bimodules over the categories of ADE type, along with twistings by monoidal auto-equivalences as in Definition 2.7.
Over the A N ) are trivial, except for when N = 7, in which case there is a single non-trivial auto-equivalence sending f (2) ↔ f (4) .
Over the D (n,±) 2N fusion categories we have the trivial D 2N bimodule for all N , and the E 7 , and E 7 bimodules when N = 5 (both E 7 and E 7 have the same bimodule fusion rules). There is always an order two auto-equivalence of Ad(D (n) 2N ) that sends P ↔ Q, and when N = 5 there is also an order 3 auto-equivalence sending f (2) ↦ P ↦ Q ↦ f (2) .
Over the fusion categories E (n,±) 6
and E
there is just the trivial bimodule, and no non-trivial auto-equivalences of the adjoint subcategories. We summarise this information in Table 2 .
We also present Table 3 showing the invertible objects in the centres of each category of adjoint ADE type. Details on the notations used for the objects in the centres can be found in [8] . When an invertible bimodule acts non-trivially on the group of invertible objects in the centre, we also include the information of the action.
Frobenius-Perron dimensions of simple objects in bimodule categories.
Recall we only care about extensions of ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. We compute the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the objects in each of our bimodule categories, as this will allow us to rule out many extensions that can not be ⊗-generated by such an object, and thus disqualify certain cyclic homomorphisms into the Brauer-Picard group. As twisting a bimodule by a monoidal auto-equivalence of the underlying category doesn't change the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the objects, we only include the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the untwisted bimodules.
Dimensions in the A series:
Let q = e πi N +1 , then the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the simple objects in the invertible bimodules (when they exist) over Ad(A 
Inv(Z(C))
Action of bimodules (when non-trivial)
exchanges the objects
applies P ↔ Q to the second factor
applies P ↔ Q to the first factor
applies P ↔ Q to both factors 
Dimensions in the E series:
The Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the simple objects in the invertible bimodules over Ad(E 
Classification of Cyclic Extensions
We are now in place to begin classifying fusion categories ⊗-generated by a K-normal object of dimension less than 2. By Theorem 2.15 such categories must be cyclic extensions of a category of adjoint ADE type. Thus in this section we compute cyclic extensions of the adjoint subcategories of the ADE fusion categories, that are ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2.
Our proofs all follow the same outline. First we begin by classifying cyclic homomorphisms into the Brauer-Picard group of each category. As we only care about extensions that are ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, we are able to rule out many of these cyclic homomorphisms simply by considering the FrobeniusPerron dimensions of the objects in the invertible bimodules.
Next we use the classification theory of graded extensions to count an upper bound for the number of possible extensions corresponding to each homomorphism. As we only care about extensions up to twisting the associator, we have from the extension theory that an upper bound is given by the cohomology group
where Z M acts on the group Inv(Z(C)) by the specified homomorphism Z M → BrPic(C).
Computing this group in each case is a straightforward exercise in group cohomology. We then construct extensions of C to realise the upper bound. We are extremely lucky in that each of these upper bounds turns out to be sharp. For the most part these constructions are straightforward, just involving Deligne products and de-equivariantizations of well known categories. However in the adjoint A 7 and adjoint D 10 cases we find interesting extensions realised as quantum subgroups of certain quantum group categories.
In several cases we run into the problem that categories which are inequivalent as Z Mgraded extensions over C, can be monoidally equivalent when just considered as monoidal categories. This phenomenon only occurs in the adjoint A 7 , D 4 , and D 10 cases. For these cases, we apply the techniques developed in [7] to determine which inequivalent extensions are equivalent as monooidal categories.
We proceed case by case for each category of adjoint ADE type. Instead of the standard lexicographic order, we instead order these cases by difficulty.
Cyclic extensions of categories of adjoint
A 2N type. By far the easiest cases are the categories Ad(A (n)
2N
). This is due to the fact that the Brauer-Picard group is trivial, and there are no non-trivial invertible objects in the centre. Thus we begin our classifications with this case.
), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to Table 3 we know that Z(Ad(A (n) 2N )) has no invertible objects. Therefore the group
must be trivial for all M . Hence, up to twisting the associator by an element of
). This extension is realised by the category Ad(A
Cyclic extensions of the categories of adjoint E 8 type. The adjoint E 8 case is just slightly more complicated that the adjoint A 2N case. While there are no non-trivial invertible elements in the centre of Ad(E (n,+) 8 ), we have now that the Brauer-Picard group is non-trivial. However only one of the bimodule categories over Ad(E (n,+) 8
) contains an object of the correct dimension to ⊗-generate a cyclic extension of Ad(E (n,+) 8
). Thus, up to twisting the associator, there is a unique Z M -graded extension of Ad(E (n,+) 8
), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. This extension is easy to construct, so we can jump straight into the classification result of this subsection.
), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to:
Proof Table 3 there are no non-trivial invertible elements in the centre of
and so, up to twisting the associator by an element of
) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. This extension is realised by the category
Cyclic extensions of categories of adjoint D 2N type, N ≠ {2, 5}. Assuming that N ∉ {2, 5}, the categories Ad(D (n) 2N ) have no non-trivial invertible objects in the centre, and Brauer-Picard group isomorphic to Z 2 × Z 2 . Only two of these bimodules contain an object that could tensor generate a cyclic extension of Ad(D 2N ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, and, up to twisting the associator, at most two Z 2M -graded extensions of Ad(D (n) 2N ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. These two extensions exist, and are realised by the categories
While both these categories are clearly Z 2M -graded extensions of Ad(D (n) 2N ), the difficulty in this case comes in showing that these two categories are non-equivalent, even up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z 2M , C × ). are monoidally non-equivalent, even up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z 2 , C × ).
Proof. Twisting the associator of D (n,+) 2N
by the non-trivial element of H 3 (Z 2 , C × ) gives the category D 
are monoidally non-equivalent, even up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z 2M , C × ).
Proof. There exist monoidal embeddings
These monoidal embeddings preserve the graded structure. Hence, if the categories
were equivalent, up to twisting the associator, then the subcategories
and D
would be equivalent, up to twisting the associator. However this is impossible by Lemma 3.3.
With Corollary 3.4 in hand, we can now prove the classification result for this subsection.
Lemma 3.5. Let N ≠ {2, 5}, and fix n ∈ Z
), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to one of:
Proof. Recall that the Brauer-Picard group of Ad(D
, that could possibly give rise to an extension, ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, we have to split into cases.
Case N = 3:
When N = 3 the trivial bimodule D even 6
, and the twisted trivial bimodule P ↔Q D even 6 both contain non-trivial objects of dimension
2 . However any category generated by such an object couldn't generate all of C. This leaves two homomorphisms φ ∶
6 )) to consider, the map defined by 1 ↦ D odd 6 and the map defined by 1 ↦ P ↔Q D odd 6 . In particular we may conclude that M is even.
Case N ≠ {2, 3, 5}:
For these cases the only bimodules over Ad(D (D 2N )) )) = {e}. Thus, up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), there are at most two Z M -graded extensions of Ad(D (n) 2N ) generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. The categories
are two such extensions, which by Lemma 3.4 are not equivalent up to twisting the associator. Hence these two categories, up to twisting the associator by an element of
), generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2.
Cyclic extensions of categories of adjoint A 2N +1 type, N ≠ {1, 3}. The adjoint A odd cases turn out to be particularly difficult. In this subsection we restrict our attention to N ∉ {1, 3}. While there is only a single bimodule over the category Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) that could give rise to a Z M -graded extension of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) ⊗-generated by an object of FrobeniusPerron dimension less than 2, we now have that there are now non-trivial invertible objects in the centre. These invertible elements form a group isomorphic to Z 2 , and hence we have that
regardless of choice of homomorphism Z 2M → BrPic(Ad (A 2N +1 ) ). Thus, up to twisting the associator, there exist two possible Z 2M -graded extensions of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. We begin this subsection by constructing both of these extensions.
One of these Z 2M -graded extensions is easy to construct, and is realised by the category
Constructing the other extension is much more involved.
Consider the non-trivial invertible object f (2N ) of A (n) 2N +1 . The subcategory generated by this object lifts to either a copy of Rep(Z 2 ), or of sVec in the centre, depending on if N is even or odd respectively. If N is even, then by Lemma 2.5, the subcategory
lifts to a copy of Rep(Z 2 ) in the centre, and hence the subcategory
) also lifts to a copy of Rep(Z 2 ) in the centre. Thus we can de-equivariantize A (n) 2N +1 ⊠ Vec(Z 4M ) by the subcategory ⟨f (2N ) ⊠ 2M ⟩ to get the new fusion category
If N is odd, then by Lemma 2.5, the subcategory ⟨f
) also lifts to a copy of Rep(Z 2 ) in the centre. Thus we can de-
Remark 3.6. In an abuse of notation we will write A (n)
if N is even, and A (n)
As the action of f (2N ) ⊠ 2M is fixed point free in either case, the fusion rules of these de-equivariantizations can easily be determined from the fusion rules of A (n) 2N +1 , using the free module functor
The following Lemmas show that the categories A (n)
, that is inequivalent, even up to twisting the associator, to the category A (n)
2N +1 ). Proof. For 0 ≤ n ≤ N , consider the objects:
. The free module functor
allows us to determine that these N + 1 objects form a subcategory with adjoint A 2N +1 fusion rules. We use Proposition 2.14 to see that this subcategory is equivalent to Ad(A (m) 2N +1 ) for some choice of m ∈ Z × 2N +2 . Considering categorical dimensions determines that m = n, which completes the proof. 
Proof. We split this proof into two cases, depending on if M is even or odd.
Case M odd and N ≠ 1: When M is odd, the category A (n) 2N +1 ⊠ Vec(Z 2M ) has exactly two self-dual objects of Frobenius-Perron dimension 2 cos π 2N +2 . These are the objects
On the other hand, in the category A (n)
there are no selfdual objects of Frobenius-Perron dimension 2 cos π 2N +2 . To see this, notice that such objects would have to live in the 0 or M graded pieces of A (n)
. Then, simply by considering dimensions, we see that the only possibilities for such objects are:
However a direct calculations shows that these two objects are dual to each other. Therefore the fusion rules for the categories A (n)
The group of invertible objects of the category A (n)
On the other hand, there are also 2M invertible objects of A (n)
One of these is the object (
The free module functor
has order 2M , and thus the group of invertibles of the category A (n)
is isomorphic to
As M is even, the groups Z 2 ⊠ Z M and Z 2M are non-isomorphic, and thus the fusion rules for the categories A (n)
Now that we have shown that the fusion categories
realise the possible interesting extensions of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ), we can complete our classification result for this subsection.
Lemma 3.9. Let N ∉ {1, 3} a natural number, and fix n ∈ Z
2N +1 ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to one of:
if N is even, and one of :
Proof. We begin by classifying group homomorphisms Z M → BrPic(Ad(A (n) 2N +1 )) that could give rise to a Z M -graded extension of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Recall that the Brauer-Picard group of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) is either Z 2 or Z 2 × Z 2 , depending on whether N is even or odd.
Case N even:
Here the Brauer-Picard group is Z 2 . As the only objects in the trivial bimodule A even 2N +1 with dimension less than 2 are invertible, we can ignore homomorphisms which map 1 ↦ A even 2N +1 , as such objects couldn't generate the entire category C. Thus we can assume M even and
odd .
Case N odd:
Here the Brauer-Picard group is Z 2 × Z 2 . Exactly as in the N even case we can rule out homomorphisms defined by 1 ↦ A contains an object of dimension less than 2 is when N = 3, which we have excluded in this Lemma. Thus we can rule out homomorphisms defined by 1 ↦ D odd N +2 . The bimodule D even N +2 contains a single object of dimension less than 2. However this object always has dimension √ 2, and could only generate the entire category C when N = 1, which we have also excluded in this Lemma. Therefore we can rule out homomorphisms defined by 1 ↦ D even N +2 . Thus we can assume M even and
Hence we can assume in either case that M is even and
odd . There are exactly two invertible elements in the centre of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ), and so we compute that
Thus, up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), there are at most two Z M -graded extensions of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. By Lemma 3.7 two such extensions are
when N is even, and
when N is odd. In either case, Lemma 3.8 gives that both extensions have different fusion rules, and thus are not equivalent up to twisting the associator. Hence these two categories, up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), realise all Z M -graded extensions of Ad(A (n) 2N +1 ) generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2.
Cyclic extensions of the categories of adjoint A 3 type. The adjoint A 3 case is different from the other adjoint A odd cases as there now exist 4 objects in Inv(Z(Ad(A (1) 3 ))) forming a Z 2 × Z 2 group. As is the general adjoint A odd case, we can restrict our attention to the homomorphism the Z 2M → BrPic(Ad(A 3 ))) by exchanging the Z 2 factors. With this information we compute that
3 )))) = {e} if M is odd,
Thus there are possible interesting Z 4M graded extensions of Ad(A
3 ). In fact these interesting extensions exist, and are realised by the categories
It is proven in Lemma 3.7 that these categories are graded extensions of Ad(A
3 ), and Lemma 3.8 shows that these categories have different fusion rules to the categories A (1) 3 ⊠ Vec(Z 4M ). These facts allow us to prove the classification statement for this subsection.
3 ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then either M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to:
or 4 divides M and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to
Proof. Recall there are only two bimodule categories over Ad(A
3 ), which are A only contains invertible objects, any extension generated by one of these objects would be pointed. Thus we can assume M is even, and that the homomorphism
3 ))) is trivial when M is not divisible by 4, and isomorphic to Z 2 when M is divisible by 4.
When M is not divisible by 4 there is, up to twisting the associator, a unique Z M -graded extension of Ad(A (1) 3 ) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. This category is realised by 3 ) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. These categories are realised by
Cyclic extensions of categories of adjoint E 6 type. The adjoint E 6 case is difficult for the same reason the A odd case was difficult, in that Inv(Z(Ad(E (n,±) 6 ))) is non-trivial, giving rise to interesting extensions. Fortunately, we can directly adapt the techniques used in the adjoint A odd case to deal with these difficulties. We begin this section by constructing an interesting Z 2M -graded extension of Ad(E (n,±) 6 ).
The category E (n,±) 6 contains the subcategory ⟨Z⟩, which lifts to a copy of sVec in the centre. Thus from Lemma 2.5, the subcategory ⟨Z ⊠ 2M ⟩ of E (n,±) 6 ⊠ Vec − (Z 4M ) lifts to a copy of Rep(Z 2 ) in the centre, and hence the subcategory ⟨Z ⊠2M ⟩ of E (n,±) 6
also lifts to a copy of Rep(Z 2 ) in the centre. Thus we can de-equivariantize E (n,±) 6 ⊠ Vec − (Z 4M ) by the subcategory ⟨Z ⊠ 2M ⟩ to get the new fusion category
The following two Lemmas show that this fusion category is an interesting extension of Ad(E (n,±) 6
). The proofs are direct translations of the proofs of the corresponding Lemmas in the A odd case.
).
Lemma 3.12.
The categories E (n,±) 6
have different fusion rules.
With these two Lemmas we can prove the classification result for the adjoint E 6 case.
Proof. Recall the Brauer-Picard group of Ad(E (n,±) 6
) is Z 2 . The only objects in the trivial bimodule E even 6
with Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2 are invertible, and hence could not ⊗-generate the entire category C. Thus we can assume that M is even and
)) is the map defined by 1 ↦ E odd 6 . There are exactly two invertible elements in the centre of Ad(E (n,±) 6 ), and so
Thus, up to twisting the associator by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), there are at most two
) generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. By Lemma 3.11 two such extensions are
By Lemma 3.12, both of these extensions have different fusion rules, and thus are not monoidally equivalent, even up to twisting the associator. Hence these two categories, up to twisting the associator by an element of
) ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2.
Cyclic extensions of Ad(D 4 ). As with the adjoint A 3 case, the adjoint D 4 case is interesting as there exist 9 objects in
forming a Z 3 × Z 3 group. Hence there is the possibility for the group
4 )))) to be non-trivial, which implies the possible existence of interesting Z M -graded extensions of Ad(D 
In the following Lemmas we show that when M is divisible by 3, these categories are interesting extensions of Ad(D ⊠ Vec(Z 6M ) contains the morphism S ⊠ id 0 ∶ (f (1) ⊠ 9) ⊗4 → 1 ⊠ 0 whose one click rotation scales by κi. The free module functor
. As the morphism f is the image of S ⊠ id 0 , it also has the property that it is a rotational eigenvector, with rotational eigenvalue κi. Hence we have that µ = κ. 
On the other hand the category D (n,±) 4 ⊠ Vec(Z 6M ) ⟨P ⊠2M ⟩ has 3M invertible elements. One of these is the element
A direct computation shows that this object has order 3M. Hence the invertible elements of D (n,±) 4 ⊠ Vec(Z 6M ) ⟨P ⊠2M ⟩ form a group isomorphic to Z 3M . As M is divisible by 3, the groups Z 3 × Z M and Z 3M are non-isomorphic. Thus the categories D We are now placed to prove the classification result of this subsection.
4 ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then either M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to one of:
or 6 divides M and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to
Proof. As in the general adjoint D 2N case, we can restrict to M even, and the homomor-
and 1 ↦ P ↔Q D odd 4 . We split the proof in to two cases.
With this choice of homomorphism we compute that
Representatives of the non-trivial cocycles are given by:
and
The group of monoidal auto-equivalences of Ad(D
and the standard action of BrPic(Ad(D Table 3 . We compute that the monoidal auto-equivalence P ↔ Q of Ad(D when M is divisible by 6, and only one extension otherwise.
When M is not divisible by 6, the unique Z M -graded extension is realised by the category D
When M is divisible by 6, the two Z M -graded extensions are realised by the categories D
The latter category is a Z M -graded extension of Ad(D by Lemma 3.14. These two categories are monoidally inequivalent, even up to twisting the associator, by Lemma 3.15.
With this choice of homomorphism we again compute that
Z 3 if M is divisible by 6. We now have different representatives of the non-trivial cocycles, given by
The monoidal auto-equivalence P ↔ Q of Ad(D when M is divisible by 6, and only one extension otherwise. When M is not divisible by 6, the unique Z M -graded extension is realised by the category D
Cyclic extensions of categories of adjoint D 10 type. The adjoint D 10 case proves to be one of the most interesting cases, as the Brauer-Picard group is S 3 × S 3 , and thus there are many interesting cyclic subgroups. In particular there are Z 6 subgroups, which suggests the possible existence of an exotic extension of Ad(D (n) 10 ). In this subsection we show that this Z 6 -graded extension does in fact exist, and is realised by E 16, 6 , the exceptional quantum subgroup of sl 2 at level 16 crossed with sl 3 at level 6. To begin this subsection we give a construction of the categories E 16, 6 .
Consider the category C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6) (adopting the notation of [30, Section 2.3] ). Via the conformal embedding sl(2) 16 ⊕ sl(3) 6 ⊂ (E 8 ) 1 , along with [22, Theorem 5.2] , there exists a commutative algebra object A (1) ∈ C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6) . The category C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6) is defined over the field Q[ζ 36 ]. Applying the Galois automorphisms ζ 36 ↦ ζ n 36 , for n ∈ {1, 5, 7} to C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6) gives 3 categories with the same fusion rules as C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6). Furthermore, the Galois automorphism caries the commutative algebra A (1) to a commutative algebra A (n) in each of these categories. As these Galois conjugates of C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6) are all modular, there exist two central structures on the algebra objects A (n) , which we simply call ±. Thus the category of A-modules has the structure of a fusion category by [4] . Definition 3.17. We write E (n,±) 16, 6 for the fusion category of (A (n) , ±)-modules in the appropriate Galois conjugate of C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6).
We now show that the categories E Proof. We first compute the categorical dimensions of the simple objects of E (n,±) 16, 6 . The remark in the proof of [27, Theorem 6] , states that as a module over C(sl 2 , 16), the category E (1,+) 16,6 is a sum of a D 10 module, and two E 7 modules. This fact allows us to compute the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of the simple objects of E (n,±) 16, 6 . Coupled with the fact that the category E (n,±) 16,6 takes a functor from the appropriate Galois conjugate of C(sl 2 , 16) ⊠ C(sl 3 , 6), we get that the categorical dimensions of the 24 simple objects of E (n,±) 16,6 are, for q = e n 2iπ 18 : {1, [2] 
In particular we see that there are three objects of dimension [3] q , thus at least one of these objects is self-dual. Let X be this self-dual object, and C X the fusion subcategory of E (n,±) 16,6 generated by X. By the classification of undirected graphs of norm less than 2, the fusion graph for X ∈ C X must be either the A 17 or D 10 graph. If this fusion graph was A 17 , then there must be an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension ≈ 5.75877 in C X , and thus in E (n,±) 16, 6 . However consulting the above list of categorical dimensions in E (n,±) 16, 6 shows that there is no such object, thus the fusion graph for X ∈ C X must be the D 10 graph.
The category E (n,±)
16,6 is pivotal [22, Theorem 1.17] , and thus the subcategory C X inherits a pivotal structure. As the object X tensor generates C X , and the D 10 graph is bipartite, we must have that C X is Z 2 -graded, thus there exist two pivotal structures on C X . With respect to one of these pivotal structures, the object X is symmetrically self-dual. Thus by Theorem 2.13, C X is equivalent to the category D (v,δ) 10 for some v ∈ Z × 18 and choice of sign δ. As the categorical dimension of X is [2] q we can deduce that v = ±n.
Finally we have to show that the ± sign in E (n,±) 16, 6 agrees with δ. For this we use Frobenius-Schur indicators, defined in [26] . Again we pick out the unique symmetrically self-dual object X. This corresponds to the object f (1) in the subcategory D [24], we can easily compute that the 4N + 4-th Frobenius-Schur indicator of the object f (1) as
Hence we must also have in E
(n,±) 
bop and Z(E
The Drinfeld centres of Z(E (n,±)
16,6 ) for n ∈ {5, 7} are obtained by applying the Galois automorphism ζ 36 ↦ ζ n 36 to the braided categories Z(E While not a-priori, the categories E (n,±) 16,6 contain a ⊗-generating object of FrobeniusPerron dimension 2 cos π 18 . We prove this in Appendix A, where we deduce the fusion rules for the categories E (n,±) 16, 6 . Interestingly while this generating object is not normal, it is 2-normal. Thus the category E (n,±) 16,6 provide the first examples of categories generated by a strictly 2-normal object. Now that we have shown the categories E (n,±)
16,6 realise interesting Z 6 -graded extensions of Ad(D (n) 10 ), we can prove the main classification result of this section.
10 ), ⊗-generated by an object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2, then either M is even, and, up to twisting the associator of C by an element of H 3 (Z M , C × ), the category C is monoidally equivalent to:
Proof. We begin by classifying homomorphisms from the cyclic group Z M to BrPic(Ad(D (n) 10 )) that may give rise to extensions generated by an object of dimension less than 2. Consulting the table of dimensions from Subsection 2.4 shows that the only bimodules over Ad(D ). This leaves us with a total of 18 homomorphisms to consider. Fortunately [7, Theorem 3.1] shows that to get a representative from each monoidal equivalence class, we only need to consider homomorphisms Z M → BrPic(Ad(D )) has been described in [8] , we can directly compute that we only have to consider the 4 homomorphisms:
We finish our proof in two cases.
Case M is even and 1 ↦ D odd 10
10 )))) = {e}, there is a unique extension, up to twisting the associator, corresponding to each of the two homomorphisms. These extensions are realised by the categories
These two categories are non-equivalent, even up to twisting the associator, by Lemma 3.4.
10 )))) = {e}, there is a unique extension, up to twisting the associator, corresponding to each of the two homomorphisms. These two extensions are realised by the categories can not be constructed through Deligne products and de-equivariantizations, as in the previous cases. Instead we construct this interesting extension as a quantum subgroup of In this section we tie the previous results of this paper together to give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let C be a fusion category, ⊗-generated by an K-normal object of Frobenius-Perron dimension less than 2. Then by Theorem 2.15 the category C is monoidally equivalent to a Z M -graded extension of one of the following fusion categories:
Ad(A Thus C is monoidally equivalent, up to twisting the associator, to one of the categories in the statements of these Lemmas. Several changes of variables gets us to the statement of Theorem 1.1. We directly check that the ⊗-generating object of each of these categories is either 1 or 2-normal. and E (n,±) 16, 6 In this appendix we compute the fusion rules for the categories E was computed in [8] , and the only order 3 bimodules are P ↔Q E 7 and P ↔Q E 7 . Thus, as a Z 3 -graded extension of D (±n,±) 10 , the 1 and 2 graded pieces consist of these two bimodules. This gives us fusion rules for tensoring a D 10 object with either a P ↔Q E 7 object, or a P ↔Q E 7 object.
We now aim to determine how two P ↔Q E 7 objects tensor. Due to the grading, the tensor of two such object must live in the P ↔Q E 7 piece. Let X and Y be P ↔Q E 7 objects, and Z a D 10 object, then associativity of the fusion rules gives us that
Along with the fact that tensor product must preserve Frobenius-Perron dimensions, this allows us to completely determine the fusion rules for tensoring two objects in the 1-graded piece.
By considering Frobenius-Perron dimensions, and the grading of the category, we can completely determine the dual of each object. Each D 10 object is self-dual, and each Finally, an application of Frobenius reciprocity gives fusion rules for the entire category. The full fusion rules for the categories E (n,±) 16, 6 can be found at the authors website http://cainedie.com/E166fusion.txt. To save space we only present in Figure 1 the fusion graph for the ⊗-generating object of Frobenius-Perron dimension 2 cos( π 18 ), living in the 1-graded piece. From the fusion rules we can see that this ⊗-generating object is not normal, however a direct computation shows that this object is 2-normal.
We now compute the E (n) 4
case. Recall the category E (n) 4
is a Z 4 -graded extension of a category of adjoint A 7 type, with the 1, 2, and 3 graded pieces being the bimodules 
With the first 4 objects living in the 0-graded piece, the next 3 objects living in the 1 graded piece, the next 2 objects living in the 2 graded piece, and the final 3 objects living in the 3-graded piece. For simplicity we call the 12 objects of this category the numbers 1 through 12.
Simply by considering Frobenius-Perron dimensions, along with the associativity check from the E 16,6 case, allows us to completely determine fusion rules for all objects apart from fusion between the objects 5, 6 and 10, 11. Here we get four possible fusion rules:
Fusion Rule 5 ⊗ 10 5 ⊗ 11 6 ⊗ 10 6 ⊗ 11 However a direct computation shows each of these four fusion rules are isomorphic. Thus we can completely determine the fusion rules for the categories E (n)
4 . Again we only present the fusion graph for the generating object 5 of Frobenius-Perron dimension 2 + √ 2 in Figure 2 . Full fusion rules can be found at the authors website http://cainedie.com/E4fusion.txt. As in the E 16,6 case, we have that the ⊗-generating object 5 is 2-normal.
Using the fusion rules of E 4 , we can directly compute the fusion ring automorphisms.
Lemma A.1. There exist three non-trivial fusion ring automorphisms of E 
